Auto-Kinetics Model 55 Belt Conveyors

Conveyor Systems for Automation & Packaging.

Exclusively from Performance Feeders, Inc.

Performance Feeders Keeps Your Product Moving!
Model 55 Belt Conveyors

The Auto-Kinetics brand of Model 55 Belt Conveyors, manufactured by Performance Feeders, is a line of light-duty low-profile belt conveyors optimized for automation and packaging operations. Standard configurations include straight line horizontal, incline and decline, backlit for vision inspection, nosebar ends for small part transfers, and incline to horizontal (Z-configurations).

Custom-configured conveyor systems are also available. We offer everything from standalone conveyors to complete turnkey handling systems with integrated controls packages.

Features

- Widths from 40mm to 640mm
- Lengths from 380mm to 12m
- Load capacities up to 400lb
- Belt speeds up to 340 FPM
- Belt styles include flat urethane in high-friction, low-friction and FDA compliant styles, cleated belts, timing belts and plastic chain
- Drive styles include end drives, center drives, direct and belt-driven, constant and variable speed
- Accessories such as floor stands and side rails

Online configuration with instant customized solid model download:
www.PerformanceFeeders.com/ConveyorConfig

Full product information and specifications
AutoKinetics.PerformanceFeeders.com
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